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WHAT NEW IN Hardcat v6.00

New Hardcat Branding - Hardcat Colour scheme and Icon Update 

New feature: 

Hardcat has updated its colour scheme and logo in Hardcat, HardcatWeb, CatScan and 

MiCat with new organisational branding. 

Hardcat 

MiCat CatScan 
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HardcatWeb 

Benefits: 

- New Icon is easier to see on darker desktop backgrounds
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Hardcat Automated purchase order Creation 

New Feature: 

Ability to schedule Automated purchase orders. 

Users can now setup a scheduled Purchase Order creation process which will generate a 

purchase order based on a schedule. The user can override template setting in schedule as 

required.  

Benefits: 

- Prevents users forgetting to generate Purchase Orders

- Saves man hours as a manual process is now an Automated Process

- Never miss ordering of assets or stock critical to business operational needs
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Relevant Email Notifications 

New Feature: 

You can now email users relevant information based on a search criterion. 

An example of where this feature could be used is if you have a number of employees that 

have not Audited their Assets. You could setup a search where Assets have not been Audited 

within the last 3 months and only the users that have not completed their Audit would get 

an email with the Assets that have not been Audited yet. 

Benefits: 

- Users can now can receive notifications for changes to asset attributes for assets that

are relevant to them rather than generically.

- Additional data privacy

- Assist individual departments or roles to better manage assets within their control.

- Can be Used as an escalation tool
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Audit Compliance Dashboard 

HardcatWeb also now adds the ability to see who has or has not completed their Audit. 

Benefits: 

- Can see at a glance who has or has not completed Audit for better management of

audit task compliances across the business.

- Charts showing Audit compliance levels within customisable date range to allow

users to better manage this task based on Audit cycles or periods
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Asset Image in HardcatWeb 

New Feature: 

HardcatWeb has now been improved to include Asset image when opening Asset as per 

desktop functionality. 

Benefits: 

- Ability to visually identify Asset

- Ability to view Asset Image via Mobile appliance through Web browser
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Ability to drag and drop field in HardcatWeb 

New Feature: 

HardcatWeb field selection drag and drop functionality. 

You can now add additional fields by clicking “Choose Grid Columns” then dragging field 

from left hand side to right hand side in box below. 

Benefits: 

- Ability to add and remove fields simply

- Allows quick reorder of columns
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Ability to customise charts at start-up 

New Feature: 

Hardcat has the ability to display configurable charts at start-up, this can be setup for 

individual users or be specific to users Role. 

Charts driven by a saved search are also clickable to take user through to the search results. 

Benefits: 

- Users can get a snapshot of information relevant to them when logging in for faster

action on events requiring critical operational responses.

- Method of automating business critical information for easy view and immediate

action
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MiCat Asset Audit Improvements 

An improved Android and IOS MiCat Audit and Capture Experience 

Android 

New Feature: Inline Scanning 

The inline scanning feature allows barcodes to be scanned in wherever you have the ability 

to scan a barcode. This saves time over previous version which required going to another 

screen to perform scan. 

Benefits: 

- Increased Audit/Capture efficiency

- Simplified User interface
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New Feature: Asset Capture Retain Fields 

The retain field allows users to select retain field so that when Asset is saved it keeps these 

values ready for the next Asset to be captured. This saves time when doing a bulk Capture. 

Benefits: 

- Capture workflow feels more natural

- Avoids repetitive data entry reducing overall time to capture large volumes of assets
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New Feature: Ability to Scan Location and People 

Benefits: 

- Increased Audit/Capture efficiency
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New Feature: Ability to switch light on or Off when scanning barcode 

Benefits: 

- Improved operation in low light situations

- Reduce glare for improved read
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New Feature: Ability to Audit by Location or Person 

Sets assets that are scanned to the selected Location or Person to increase productivity 

Benefits: 

- Reduce scope of audit to location or person ensuring targeted and specific audits
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New Feature: Ability to Hide Tabs 

MiCat has added the ability to enable the tabs that are relevant to the user’s permissions or 

role 

Helpdesk User  Assets User 

Benefits: 

- User and role specific functions only to be seen avoiding irrelevant views and

confusion for users

- Simplifies and improves user experience
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IOS 

New Feature: Ability to Audit by Location or Person 

Sets assets that are scanned to the selected Location or Person to increase productivity 

Benefits: 

- Reduce scope of audit to location or person ensuring targeted and specific audits
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New Feature: IOS Ability to go Offline 

MiCat on iOS now has the ability to work in Online or offline mode by storing data locally on 

the device. 

Allowing users to be in a non-connected state while using the features of MiCat. 

Benefits: 

- Allows MiCat access in areas with Limited or No Internet/Wi-Fi

- Increased MiCat performance
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New Feature: Automatic Synchronisation on Schedule Mode 

This option allows for Synchronisation automatically on a schedule meaning that manually 

changing between online and offline is not required. 

Benefits: 

- Removes the need to remember to sync when in range of network connection

- Refreshes data on device to avoid using stale data
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New Feature: Detailed Sync Log 

The Synchronisation log contains multiple sections consisting of: 

- Transmitted (what has been recently sent to Hardcat)

- Un-transmitted (What is on the device that has not been sent back yet)
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New Feature: Ability to Scan Location and People 

Benefits: 

- Increased Audit/Capture efficiency
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New Feature: Issue /Return module in MiCat 

iOS now has the ability to perform Issue and Return transactions for issuing to and from 

Locations or People. 

Benefits: 

- Ability to perform issuing and returning of assets in a mobile state increasing

efficiency

- Allows user to perform issue and return tasks from anywhere adding flexibility
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New Feature: Ability to Hide Tabs 

MiCat has added the ability to enable the tabs that are relevant to the user’s permissions or 

role 

     Helpdesk User: Assets User: 

Benefits: 

- User and role specific functions only to be seen avoiding irrelevant views and

confusion for users

- Simplifies and improves user experience
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Stock Replenishment function to CatScan 

The Stock Adjustment function is for when users need to replenish stock, once you scan your 

Stock barcode it will show how much stock you currently have, you can then add in how 

many additional items you have received. Which will then also show total amount of stock 

you have. 
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Benefits: 

- Allows users to add new stock procured to provide a total sum of stock

- Avoiding need to stock take of every item each time new stock arrives, simply add

the newly added volumes to register the total volume

CatScan RFID Scorecard 

The Mass RFID Audit now lists details about expected RFID tags as per below: 

1. Expected - How many expected for the Location or person selected)

2. Remaining - How many items remaining in System (with an RFID Tag)

3. Total - Total Tags in System

4. Found – Total Number of Tags found
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Please contact a Hardcat expert at sales@hardcat.com for more information.

[END] 

mailto:sales@hardcat.com



